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Pye Knobs in Black or Grey

About 40 needed for originality.

Made especially for Pye?

We need one fixed Plug
These connect between the camera CCUs and 
the waveform monitors which have a meter to 
indicate the camera lenses iris setting. 
            Painton Plugs

BBC Musa Jackfield In Pan Style recessed  
chassis.  

Two are needed. 
BBC JF3/502

This “Eurovision” connector is similar to the 
more common EP series but is an “EA” type. It 
has a threaded retention ring instead of the 
more recent push & click. The 3 pin variant was
used by BBC OBs in the 1950s for audio 
connectors, but was still in use in the early 
1960s for multicore (multi Mic) connections. 
3 are needed for the tailboard to preserve 
originality and ideally the matching plugs.

More on the connectors:  
A lot of these are needed particularly the 
PSF1/2 cable adaptor sleeve in the style shown
with the sleeve for the coax to be clamped on 
with an “O” ring. 
F&E in BBC speak or PL259 for the plug and 
SO239 for the socket. Radio amateurs call 
them “UHF” plugs.
The recent manufacture from the far east 
MUCH inferior and to be avoided!

MCR21 needs a better starting handle. 

It needs to be a very long one,  a reach of 
925mm.

http://www.mcr21.org.uk/


EMI Monitor type TV124

This monitor was used outside and is the 
correct commentators monitor.  A nasty thing 
made by EMI to a BBC spec! It was or 
purported to be waterproof.

Belling Lee fuseholders.

Used in large numbers for final circuit fusing 
adjacent to the EP4 socket outlets.

This is the WG63 SPG we need, shown with 
side cover removed. We now have the two we 
need. But  mounting frame are needed.

Also needed are:-
S.P.G. Changeover Unit Pye type 
844531/00
Sync. Coincidence Detector Pye type 
844132/01

This is the original clock. In 1963 this is well 
before the battery clocks came a long and it 
was a mains synchronous one. It is estimated 
to be 6” dia and would be by a British 
manufacturer, Smiths, or Westclock. It is set 
into a wooden frame with bevelled edges, that 
is not part of the clock. This frame opened, the 
hinges can just be made out on the right hand 
edge, to allow for the setting of the time from 
the “knobs” on the rear of the clock motor. Time 
setting, to second accuracy, would have been 
needed every time mains was reconnected. 

Ashtray
These are the original ash trays. There is some 
debate as to if they should be reinstalled if we 
were ever to find them.

Jackfield cords
I do have a good few cords but there is 
uncertainty as to how they were fitted into the 
desk and what sort of retraction arrangement 
was used, if any?? 
There is little space under the desk, perhaps 6 
inches or so.



Loudspeaker
The original was a Pye type 845703, a little 
larger than the BBC one (LS1/2) that was 
currently fitted. Pictures of the MCR in service 
show the Pye LS so it would be nice to find or 
make it. 
It is a curious “not square” shape.

As part of the vision control desks there are 3 
x16 way push-button switches that use a 
unique perspex Pye button! 
It seems unlikely that the correct switches will 
be found but maybe the buttons can be found 

Radio Microphone Receiver
Two of these Eddystone radio microphone 
receivers are needed.
The frequency range is 45-55 & 55-65 MHz.
BBC number  =  HR20A/7
Eddystone Number =  S890
Mounting frame Pye type AG21970

Radio Microphone Receiver
This is the BBC designed RC4-1 receiver. 

It was not part of the original MCR21 
installation, but was retro-fitted soon after 
MCR21 entered service and would be a 
suitable substitute for the Eddystones which are
quite rare.

Now Found

Pulse & Bar Generator
Gresham Lion Electronics Ltd. Dual standard 
Pulse & Bar Generator.  

These were commercially available and used 
by the GPO amongst others. 

Pulse & Bar Generator fixing plate by Pye 
AG21969

Extractor fans
Vintage Ventaxia fans, these should be the old 
Brown pattern for originality.
They are to be roof mounted but the standard 
roof cowl may be unsuitable for use on a 
vehicle. 



Ventaxia fan speed control SD unit 

Possibly part number =  LOTELCF59V  

2 are needed

Pye Monitor type 84 2844

These are the 14” versions. 

Two more are needed  + some for spares in 
any condition 

Power Cable
New 1mm 3 core rubber for equipment 
connection.
Must be black and of old appearance with 
overall diameter ~7.5 to 8.0 mm. 

Need 50m could be in short lengths.

For the technical tailboard we need some of 
these terminals. 

They are used as a set of 3 for each XLR 
connector so that bare wires could be 
connected.  Belling Lee 
type  L1361/1

Vibration mounts   
Almost all the equipment fitted into angle 
supports mounted on anti-vibration mounts. A 
large number of these would be needed  to be 
original, possibly over 100! unless they can be 
found there is the cost consider. 

Locks
These are the Yale locks that are fitted to the 
side lockers and fuel filler hatch. 
Some of the original ones are there but all are 
in poor corroded condition.  We don't have a 
key to fit it is the same shape blank as the 
TX.98 key. 
Possibly Yale type 229



Small chrome plated cupboard latch

To Match original fittings, several needed. 

  

Elcon or Varicon connectors
These go between the camera control unit and 
the control panel. 
 
These are the 75 pin size

Pye Mk6 camera
We do have the promise of at least one camera
from the national museum. However if any 
small parts can be found that would be most 
useful. 
Focus control,  Turret handle,  Viewfinder hood
Lenses, Cue light,  Documentation

For the BBC Vision mixer, 28V at 40ma. 

2 cm. Long same style as the standard GPO 
type but much shorter!

Needed for immediate use and for long term 
maintenance. 

This tiny bulb is used to illuminate the meters 
on the power distribution panel.  It's very small 
and I have not seen one like it before!! 

Two are used in series from a 2 volt 
transformer. (1 volt each!!)
Can you identify it? or even have some? 

A MK metal blanking plate from the 1960s 7 by 
11 inches. It is silver in colour and need to be of
the correct period to match the other fittings. 

We need to fit 3 x 13A skts and 3 x EP 4 pin 
skts as per the original photograph. 

Also need to find a volunteer with the metalwork
skills to do the cut outs. 

We do have the connectors



Equipment Manufacturer Number    Quantity

Preview Selector Unit (matrix) BBC/Pye 842699/00 1
Waveform Monitor Fixing plate construct AG21966   6
Fixing plate construct    AG21967 2
Monitor Indicator Unit (Eng. P/V) Pye 844563/02
Monitor Indicator Unit (Prod P/V) Pye 844563/01
Monitor Indicator Unit (Line) Pye 844563/00
Field Phase and Locking Unit Pye 845704 1
Check Receiver TV Pye 842715  ?? 1
Correct original monitors Pye 842822 ??
Manual Voltage Regulator Pye This will have to be constructed.
Tape Console Philips EL3503 1
Amplifiers rec/playback Philips 2

BBC Units:-

Distribution Amplifier Outfit portable case  B.B.C. OT1/502 CH1/13E frame with10 slots. 
AM4/507 x2, = 0dB 3 o/p
AM4/508 x6  = +6dB  3 o/p            connections on back panel.   8
The modules can be found but the portable case will have to be fabricated.  

Test Generator Outfit portable case B.B.C. OT1/503 CH1/13F frame with 12 slots) 
GE4/508A, 625L  = pluge  CH1/12D  slots = 4
GE4/508     405L  = pluge  CH1/12D  slots = 4
GE1/508A,  405/625  = Bar & Sawtooth CH1/12B  slots = 2
PS2/12, 2x12v for GE1/508A CH1/12A  slots = 1
AM4/507      DA9 bar & sawtooth output CH1/12A  slots = 1 
The modules can be found but the portable case will have to be fabricated. 

Matrix  complete unit needs making but includes:-
AM4/507  DA 3 outputs 5 
The modules can be found but the case will have to be fabricated. 

Waveform processing unit Pye 842453/00 to be made, includes:-
GE2/502         Sampling Pulse Generator   confirmed ID   have 0
AM3/501         Error signal amplifier        confirmed ID   have 0
AM18/508       Stabilising amplifier              confirmed ID   need 1

Waveform Monitor (Prod P/V) BBC MN6/501 1  as a spare

Wood      The monitor stack fascia and the shelves in the equipment area are made of 
Formica clad plywood. 1/2” and 3/4”. Several sheets will be needed as best a colour match
as can be found.  The van interior is lined with 5/32" single-faced "Decorplast", (colour 
Sycamore 825). In the production area this is perforated with holes to attenuate the 
reverberation. A piece about 3' by 5' is needed. 

Metal      One of the awkward areas is the rear of the forward equipment area. Fitted 
cable trays have to be made for this area and drawn up with dimensions. Two vision
engineers desks have to be made, There is a long list of metal bits!!


